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Abstract
The marvelous simplicity and remarkable hidden symmetries recently uncovered
in (Super) Yang-Mills and (Super)Gravity scattering amplitudes strongly suggests the
existence of a “weak-weak” dual formulation of these theories where these structures
are made more manifest at the expense of manifest locality. In this note we suggest
that in four dimensions, this dual description lives in (2,2) signature and is naturally
formulated in twistor space. We begin at tree-level, by recasting the momentum-space
BCFW recursion relation in a completely on-shell form that begs to be transformed
into twistor space. Our transformation is strongly inspired by Witten’s twistor string
theory, but differs in treating twistor and dual twistor variables on a more equal footing;
a related transcription of the BCFW formula using only twistor space variables has
been carried out independently by Mason and Skinner. Using both twistor and dual
twistor variables, the three and four-point amplitudes are strikingly simple–for Yang-
Mills theories they are “1” or “-1”. The BCFW computation of higher-order amplitudes
can be represented by a simple set of diagrammatic rules, concretely realizing Penrose’s
program of relating “twistor diagrams” to scattering amplitudes. More specifically, we
give a precise definition of the twistor diagram formalism developed over the past few
years by Andrew Hodges. The “Hodges diagram” representation of the BCFW rules
allows us to compute amplitudes and study their remarkable properties in twistor space.
For instance the diagrams for Yang-Mills theory are topologically disks and not trees,
and reveal striking connections between amplitudes that are not manifest in momentum
space. Twistor space also suggests a new representation of the amplitudes directly in
momentum space, that is naturally determined by the Hodges diagrams. The BCFW
rules and Hodges diagrams also enable a systematic twistorial formulation of gravity.
All tree amplitudes can be combined into an “S-Matrix” scattering functional which
is the natural holographic observable in asymptotically flat space; the BCFW formula
turns into a simple quadratic equation for this “S-Matrix” in twistor space, providing
a holographic description of N = 4 SYM and N = 8 Supergravity at tree level. We
move on to initiate the exploration of loop amplitudes in (2, 2) signature and twistor
space, beginning with a discussion of their IR behavior. We find that the natural pole
prescriptions needed for transformation to twistor space make the amplitudes perfectly
well-defined objects, free of IR divergences. Indeed in momentum space, the loop
amplitudes so regulated vanish for generic momenta, and transformed to twistor space,
are even simpler than their tree-level counterparts: the full 4-pt one-loop amplitudes
in N = 4 SYM are simply equal to “1” or “0”! This further supports the idea that
there exists a sharply defined object corresponding to the S-Matrix in (2,2) signature,
computed by a dual theory naturally living in twistor space.
1 Towards A Dual Theory of the S-Matrix
The past two decades have seen a growing realization that scattering amplitudes in gauge
theory and gravity exhibit amazing properties that are invisible in the usual local formulation
of field theory [1], ranging from the stunning simplicity of MHV amplitudes [2] to the recent
discovery of dual-superconformal invariance [3, 4] to the surprisingly good UV behavior of
(super)gravity amplitudes [5, 6, 7]. These discoveries strongly suggest the existence of a
holographically dual formulation of (Super) Yang-Mills and (Super) Gravity that should
make these remarkable properties manifest at the expense of manifest locality. In this note
and in a subsequent paper [8], we suggest that in four dimensions this sought-after dual
description should live in (2,2) signature and finds a natural description in twistor space.
After a quick introduction to the kinematical aspects of (2,2) twistor space relevant to our
discussion, we show that the BCFW recursion relations for tree-level amplitudes [9, 10, 11, 12],
when cast in their most natural on-shell form, ask to be fourier-transformed into twistor
space, now revealed as the natural home of the BCFW formalism. The three and four
point functions are amazingly simple in twistor space, and the the BCFW computation of
higher-order amplitudes can be represented by a simple set of diagrammatic rules. This
concretely realizes Penrose’s program, dating from the 1970’s, of relating what he called
“twistor diagrams” to scattering amplitudes [13, 14, 15]. In recent years the twistor diagram
formalism has been vigorously developed by Andrew Hodges [16], and we make very direct
contact with his work. Indeed our diagrammatic rules give a precise definition of Hodges’
diagrams. His diagrams are associated with contour integrals in complex twistor space, but
the choice of the contour of integration is non-trivial and has not yet been made systematic;
our construction in (2,2) signature involves real integrals and can be thought of as specifying
at least one correct contour of integration. The “Hodges diagram” representation of the
BCFW rules is quite powerful, and allows us to compute the amplitudes and study their
properties in twistor space. For instance the diagrams for Yang-Mills theory are topologically
disks rather than trees, which is strongly suggestive of an underlying open string theory.
The Hodges diagrams also reveal connections between the scattering amplitudes that are
not manifest in momentum space. The structure of twistor space amplitudes also suggest
a novel way of writing amplitudes directly in momentum space–which we call the “link
representation”–and we show in some examples how this can be read off directly from the
Hodges diagrams. It should also be emphasized that the BCFW rules and Hodges diagrams
can be used to initiate a systematic study of gravity in twistor space!
Our transformation to twistor space is clearly very strongly inspired by Witten’s 2003
twistor string theory [17], but differs in treating twistor and dual twistor variables on an
equal footing. While our work was in progress, we learned of independent work by Lionel
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Mason and David Skinner [18], who write the BCFW recursion relations using only twistor
variables. Our formulations are related to each other by full twistor-space fourier transforms,
as described in more detail in [18]. Our formalism (for the case of Yang-Mills) also appears
to be closely related to Witten’s 1978 twistorial formulation of the classical equations of
motion for Yang-Mills theory [19]. A feature of both constructions is that, even at tree-
level, maximally supersymmetric theories are much more natural in twistor space than their
non-supersymmetric counterparts.
All tree amplitudes can be combined into an “S-Matrix” scattering functional which is the
natural holographic observable in asymptotically flat space; the BCFW formula turns into a
strikingly simple quadratic equation for this “S-Matrix” in twistor space. This equation can
be thought of as providing a completely holographic definition of N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills
and N = 8 Supergravity at tree level.
We next begin a study of the properties of loop amplitudes in (2, 2) signature and twistor
space. Of course physics in (2, 2) signature is neither causal nor unitary in any standard
sense; there is no good physical interpretation of tree amplitudes, not to speak of an un-
derstanding of what loops are and why they are needed. Nonetheless, we press ahead with
an exploratory attitude, and examine the properties of loop integrals in split signature. In
the usual Lorentzian signature, a common complaint about even talking about scattering
amplitudes for massless particles beyond tree-level is that “they don’t exist”, due to IR di-
vergences which have to be regulated by using e.g. dimensional regularization. We therefore
begin with an exploration of the IR structure of loop amplitudes in split signature, which
turns out to be more interesting than its Lorentzian counterpart. We find that, regulating
all relevant poles with a principle value prescription natural both for (2,2) signature and
transformation to twistor space, the loop amplitudes are perfectly well-defined objects, free
of IR divergences. Indeed in momentum space, the loop amplitudes vanish for generic mo-
menta, and transformed to twistor space, are even simpler than their tree-level counterparts;
for instance the full 4-pt one-loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM are simply equal to “1” or “0”!
This adds further fuel to the idea that there is a perfectly well-defined object corresponding
to the S-Matrix living in (2,2) signature, computed by a dual theory naturally formulated in
twistor space.
Our purpose in this rather telegraphic note is to motivate the transformation to twistor
space and introduce some of the relevant formalism. In our next paper [8], we will describe
this formalism and its physical content in much more detail, and go on to discuss further
developments taking us beyond Hodges diagrams and the BCFW formalism, closer towards
a real dual theory of the S-Matrix.
2
2 Twistor Space Kinematics
There are several motivations for studying scattering amplitudes in twistor space. An early
motivation was that twistor space allows us to talk about the free asymptotic states, associ-
ated with linearized classical solutions, in the simplest way. It also allows us to realize the
symmetries of scattering amplitudes in the most transparent setting. As we will see in the
next section, when appropriately formulated in a completely on-shell fashion in (2,2) sig-
nature, the BCFW recursion relations also demand a transcription into twistor space. But
before getting there we begin with a quick review of some twistor-space basics [13], to set
notation and highlight a few essential points.
Consider the scattering amplitude
M(λi, λ˜i; hi) =M(λi, λ˜i; hi)δ
4(
∑
i
λiλ˜i) (1)
for a set of particles labeled by i, with helicity hi, and including the momentum-conserving
delta function. Under the little group action λi → tiλi, λ˜i → t
−1
i λ˜i we have
M(λi, λ˜i; hi)→ t
−2hi
i M(λi, λ˜i; hi) (2)
Now let us suppose we are in (2, 2) signature so that the λ, λ˜ are independent real spinors.
To go to twistor space for a given particle we simply fourier transform with respect to the λ
variable, while going to the dual twistor space is accomplished by fourier transforming with
respect to λ˜. Thus, we have
M(· · · ,W, · · · ) =
∫
d2λeiµ˜
aλaM(· · · , λ, · · · ), M(· · · , Z, · · · ) =
∫
d2λ˜eiµ
a˙λ˜a˙M(· · · , λ˜, · · · )
(3)
where
WA =
(
µ˜
λ˜
)
, ZA =
(
λ
µ
)
(4)
Note that we are using a convention where µ and µ˜ variables have dotted and un-dotted
lorentz indices, in the opposite way as λ, λ˜. We use lower and upper A indices on ZA,W
A to
emphasize the fact that the full conformal group acts very simply as SL(4, R) transformations
on these four-vectors. Conformal invariants can be built just out of W ’s using the ǫ tensor
as ǫABCDWAWBWCWD. With both W ’s and Z’s we have the natural invariant
WAZ
A ≡ W · Z = µ˜λ− µλ˜ (5)
while objects that are only invariant under the poincare subgroup of the full conformal group
are made using the “infinity twistors” IAB, I
AB
W1IW2 ≡ [λ˜1λ˜2], Z1IZ2 ≡ 〈λ1λ2〉 (6)
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Furthermore, under the little group action, the Z,W variables transform homogeneously as
W → t−1W,Z → tZ so that the amplitudes are naturally projective objects; for particles of
spin s we have
M(tW ; +) = t2(s−1)M(W ; +) , M(tZ;−) = t2(s−1)M(Z;−) (7)
M(tW ;−) = t−2(s+1)M(W ;−) , M(tZ; +) = t−2(s+1)M(Z; +) (8)
Thus the amplitudes should be thought of as “densities” on RP3 with appropriate projective
weights, though we will refer to them more colloquially as “functions” on RP3. We can go back
and forth between the Z and W representations by a full d4Z or d4W fourier transformation
(or “twistor transform”)
M(· · · ,W, · · · ) =
∫
d4ZeiZ·WM(· · · , Z, · · · ) (9)
So far our discussion has been non-supersymmetric, the maximally supersymmetric extension
is completely straightforward; indeed as we will see, in many ways amplitudes virtually beg to
live in maximally supersymmetric twistor space. The amplitudes for N = 4 SYM and N = 8
SUGRA are most naturally described by labeling the external states by Grassmann coherent
states |ηI〉 or |η˜I〉, which are eigenstates of QαI and Q˜Iα˙ [20, 21, 22]; following the conventions
of [22] |η = 0〉 = | − s〉 is the negative helicity gluon or graviton, |η˜ = 0〉 = | + s〉 is the
positive helicity gluon or graviton. Thus we can label a given external state by either η or η˜,
and amplitudes are completely smooth objects M(· · · , λ, λ˜, η, · · · ) orM(· · · , λ, λ˜, η˜, · · · ). As
a convention, when the external state is labeled by η˜ we will fourier-transform with respect
to λ, and when it is labeled by η we will fourier transform with respect to λ˜, giving us
super-twistor space variables
W =
(
WA
η˜I
)
, Z =
(
ZA
ηI
)
(10)
Superconformal transformations are then just the natural supersymmetric extension of the
SL(4, R) transformations in the non-supersymmetric case.
Under the little group these supersymmetric amplitudes then have the same weights
whether in the W or Z representation:
M(tW) = t2(s−1)M(W), M(tZ) = t2(s−1)M(Z) (11)
The difference with the non-supersymmetric formula comes from the extra scaling of the
Grassmann η, η˜ variables under η˜ → tη˜, η → tη. Thus amplitudes in N = 4 SYM are
functions of weight zero on RP3|4, and amplitudes in N = 8 SUGRA are functions of weight
2 on RP3|8. The super-twistor transform takes us from the W to the Z representation:
M(W) =
∫
d4|NZ eiZ·WM(Z) (12)
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The analogs of the invariants in the non-SUSY case are
W · Z =W · Z + η · η˜ (13)
while the invariants made with infinity twistors are unaltered
W1IW2 =W1IW2, Z1IZ2 = Z1IZ2 (14)
Finally, with manifest N = 4 or N = 8 supersymmetry, the parity invariance of Super-
Yang-Mills and Supergravity is obscured, since we have to pick an η or η˜ variable to label
the particles. Parity invariance is the non-trivial statement that if we e.g. fourier transform
all the η’s to η˜’s and vice-versa, and also exchange λ with λ˜, the amplitude is unchanged!
Transcribed into twistor space, it is the statement that∫
d4|NWid4|NZJeiWi·ZieiZJ ·WJM(Wi,ZJ) =M(Wi → Zi,ZJ →WJ) (15)
(and in Yang-Mills theory, we also have to send T a → −T aT ). We emphasize that the
function M appearing on the right hand sign is the same function as appears on the left
hand side, and not merely the amplitude in the (Zi,WJ) basis.
3 Transforming to Twistor Space and Back
Let us begin our acquaince with amplitudes in twistor space by looking at some simple
examples where the explicit fourier transformation from momentum space can be easily
carried out. In 2003 Witten made the fascinating observation that gauge theory amplitudes
have remarkable properties in twistor space [17], fourier-transforming with respect to e.g.
all the λ˜ variables and so using only Z twistor variables. This is useful to highlight the
simplicity of the MHV amplitudes, and quite naturally led to the MHV-based CSW recursion
relations [23]. By contrast we will not commit to any particular choice ofW ’s and Z’s for the
external particles; indeed we will let the amplitudes themselves guide us to the basis where
they look simplest. However as we will see, the BCFW recursion relations directly motivate
a transformation into twistor space where one of the BCFW particles is transformed to the
W representation and the other to the Z representation, and we will very generically be
looking at amplitudes with a mixture of W ’s and Z’s. We are immediately rewarded for
doing this by looking at the three and four-particle amplitudes, which look incredibly simple
in a mixed W/Z representation. We will then proceed to transform back from twistor space
to momentum space; the obvious way to transform back does not trivially invert the first
fourier transformation, and we thereby obtain a new representation of these very familiar
amplitudes back in momentum space! For reasons that will soon become clear we call this
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the “link” representation; quite remarkably all tree amplitudes can be expressed in this form
[8].
3.1 Three Particle Amplitudes
The three-particle amplitude is a fundamental object, whose form is completely dictated by
the poincare symmetries. We will shortly perform the explicit fourier-transformations to
determine its form in twistor space, but since the result should be completely determined by
symmetries it is also instructive to determine it directly in twistor language. Let us start
with the M++− amplitude in Yang-Mills. If we use the W1,W2, Z3 representation, M++−
should simply have weight zero under independent rescalings of W1,2 and Z3. The simplest
function with this property would clearly be M++− = 1! Going back to momentum space,
this corresponds to an object with very singular support at zero momentum
1→ δ2(λ1)δ
2(λ2)δ
2(λ˜3) (16)
which however of course still does conserve momentum and has the correct little group
properties! Thus, the commonly made statement that the three-particle amplitude is fully
determined by poincare invariance actually assumes that such singular contributions are
absent; it is amusing that twistor space allows us to expose these peculiar objects in a simple
way. We will indeed find that such strange objects arise very naturally in the computation of
loop amplitudes in (2, 2) signature, but they clearly don’t correspond to what we’re interested
in at tree-level. What we need are non-trivial functions of the available invariants, which are
W1 ·Z3,W2 ·Z3 and W1IW2. The object corresponding to the usual Yang Mills 3pt function
turns out to be the next simplest choice:
M++−YM (W1,W2, Z3) = sgn(W1IW2) sgn(W1 · Z3) sgn(W2 · Z3) (17)
where sgn x is the sign of x. The “signs” are to be expected given that the amplitudes are
naturally projective objects; note that every W are Z must appear an even number of times
in order for the amplitude to have zero weight under rescaling by negative numbers. It is
very easy to see that the object above uniquely satisfies all the necessary conditions. This
is an amazingly simple object–the three-point function in twistor space take the values “1”
and “-1”!
Let us in particular highlight the presence of the sgn(W1IW2) term; it must be there
for the amplitude to have the correct projective weight; it also ensures that the amplitude
has the correct statistics under exchanging 1 ↔ 2 (with the extra minus sign arising from
this being a color stripped amplitude). However its presence is surprising, since we might
have expected the scattering amplitude in Yang-Mills theory to be conformally invariant,
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and thus in twistor space to only depend on the SL(4, R) invariants W1,2 ·Z3, and not on the
terms with Infinity twistors that only preserve the poincare symmetry. What we have just
seen is that this expectation is false: the scattering amplitudes are not exactly manifestly
conformally invariant! As we will see in the explicit fourier transformation in a moment,
technically this arises because in the transform to twistor space, the fourier integrals needs
iǫ-type regularization, and these are not conformally invariant. Note also that the non-
invariance is of a mild sort; the “sgn” term only changes it’s value and reveals its breaking
of conformal invariance at singular momentum configurations where [λ˜1λ˜2] = 0. Thus, for
small variations around generic momenta, the amplitude is conformally invariant, but large
conformal transformations (and in particular inversions) detect the breaking of conformal
invariance. It would be very nice to find a more physical explanation for this breaking of
conformal invariance; perhaps it has to do with the fact that the scattering process does,
after all, distinguish “infinity” from the origin, since the asymptotic states are at infinity. At
any rate, these “infinity twistor sign” terms are very important and will appear everywhere
in our analysis.
It is straightforward to do the direct fourier transformation of the three particle amplitude
from momentum space to twistor space. The momentum space amplitude is
M++− =
[12]3
[13][23]
δ4
(
λ1λ˜1 + λ2λ˜2 + λ3λ˜3
)
=
[12]3
[13][23]
∫
d4Xaa˙e
iX(
P
i λiλ˜i) (18)
and we will fourier transform with respect to λ1, λ2 and λ˜3. The λ1, λ2 transforms are trivial
since the only dependence on these is through the momentum δ function, and we are left
with
M++−(W1,W2, Z3) = [12]3
∫
d4Xδ2(µ˜1 +Xλ˜1)δ
2(µ˜2 +Xλ˜2)
∫
d2λ˜3
eiλ˜3(µ3+Xλ3)
[13][23]
(19)
We will now perform the λ˜3 integral by expanding
λ˜3 = a1λ˜1 + a2λ˜2, (20)
Note that
d2λ˜3 = |[12]|da1da2 = [12]sgn[12]da1da2 (21)
where we highlight the sgn[12] term that is there because of the absolute value sign in real
Jacobians. These trivial seeming “sgn” factors will play an important role throughout our
discussion in this paper and we must keep track of them everywhere they appear in real
variable changes, for instance also as
δ(ax) =
1
|a|
δ(x) (22)
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Continuing with the fourier integral, notice that on the support of two δ2 factors, the argu-
ment in the exponential is nicely
(a1λ˜1 + a2λ˜2)(µ3 +Xλ3) = a1(W1 · Z3) + a2(W2 · Z3) (23)
so we can pull this factor outside the X integral and perform the remaining X integral over
the two δ2 factors that simply gives us [12]−2. Putting everything together, we find
M++−(W1,W2, Z3) = sgn([12])
∫
da1
a1
eia1(W1·Z3)
∫
da2
a2
eia2(W2·Z3) (24)
However, we have to make sense of the integral
∫
da
a
eiax. This can be done by regulating 1
a
as
some linear combination of 1
a+iǫ
and 1
a−iǫ ; our guiding principle for the correct iǫ prescription
here is to keep the little group properties of the amplitude manifest in twistor space; in order
to ensure the amplitude has nice projective properties under rescaling by any real number,
we must regulate with the principle value prescription 1
a
→ 1
2
( 1
a+iǫ
+ 1
a−iǫ), which sets∫
da
a
eiax = sgn(x) (25)
Note that this iǫ prescription has nothing to do with regulating propagators, after all we
have encountered it here in transforming the three-particle amplitude! It is necessary only
to keep the little group invariance manifest; we will later see however that propagators must
also be regulated with this principal value iǫ prescription.
The opposite M−−+ helicity configuration is naturally given in the Z1, Z2,W3 basis as
M−−+(Z1, Z2,W3) = sgn(Z1IZ2)sgn(Z1 ·W3)sgn(Z2 ·W3) (26)
The three-point amplitude in gravity can be determined by completely analogous ar-
guments; if we use W1,W2, Z3 for M
++− then the amplitude should have weight 2 under
rescaling any of the variables; the sign functions simply get replaced by absolute values:
M++−GR (W1,W2, Z3) = |W1IW2| |W1 · Z3| |W2 · Z3| (27)
which can easily be verified by direct fourier transformation. Here |x| is defined by the integral∫
da
a2
eiax = |x| with 1
a2
regulated by the principal value prescription. The same object without
the absolute value signs would have the correct little group properties but is analogous to
using “1” for Yang-Mills theory, with singular support at zero momentum.
The extension to maximally supersymmetric amplitudes is straightforward. Just as in
momentum space, the three-point amplitude is the sum of two terms,
MSYM =M
+
SYM +M
−
SYM (28)
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where M+ contains the (++-) helicity amplitudes and M− the (−−+) helicity amplitudes.
In twistor space, they are given by the obvious supersymmetrization of what we found above,
replacing W →W, Z → Z:
M+SYM(W1,W2,Z3) = sgn(W1IW2) sgn(W1 · Z3) sgn(W2 · Z3),
M−SYM(Z1,Z2,W3) = sgn(Z1IZ2) sgn(Z1 · W3) sgn(Z2 · W3) (29)
Note that the expressions forM+ and M− are not given in the same basis! Thus to explicitly
write the amplitude in, say,W1,W2,Z3 basis, one of the terms appears naturally as a fourier-
transform:
MSYM = M
+(W1,W2,Z3) +
∫
d4|4Z1d4|4Z2d4|4W3ei
P
k Zk·WkM−(Z1,Z2,W3) (30)
The three particle amplitude for supergravity has exactly the same form with sgn(x) replaced
by |x|.
3.2 The “Link Representation” for Amplitudes
Let us continue by looking at the 4-particle amplitude. These are of course no longer entirely
determined by symmetries; for instance the cross-ratio (Z1W2)(Z3W4)
(Z1W4)(Z3W2)
is invariant under all
rescalings and the amplitude could in principal be a general function of it. However as we
will see the amplitudes continue to be remarkably simple. It will be convenient to look
at the maximally supersymmetric four-particle amplitude in Yang-Mills, M(W1,Z2,W3,Z4).
Fourier-transforming the known super-amplitude into twistor space can be done just as above,
and we find
M(W1,Z2,W3,Z4) = sgn(W1 · Z2)sgn(Z2 · W3)sgn(W3 · Z4)sgn(Z4 · W1) (31)
Note that every variable appears in a sign twice and therefore this expression has the correct
weight. From here we can read off various amplitudes in pure Yang-Mills; for instance putting
all the η, η˜ → 0 we find
M+−+−(W1, Z2,W3, Z4) = sgn(W1 · Z2)sgn(Z2 ·W3)sgn(W3 · Z4)sgn(Z4 ·W1) (32)
Setting η1, η˜4 → 0 but integrating over η2, η˜3 yields the (+ + −−) amplitude; this is done
conveniently by writing the sgn(x) factors as
∫
da
a
eiax and we find
M++−−(W1, Z2,W3, Z4) = sgn(W1 · Z2)δ′′′(Z2 ·W3)sgn(W3 · Z4)sgn(Z4 ·W1) (33)
where δ′′′(x) arises from
∫
da
a
× a4 × eiax.
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Returning to M+−+−, it is natural to write it in the form
M+−+−(Wi, ZJ) =
∫
dc12
c12
dc14
c14
dc32
c32
dc34
c34
eiciJWi·ZJ (34)
A remarkable fact we will see in action later in this note, and elaborate on at greater length
in [8], is that in an ambidextrous basis with sufficiently many (and at least two) Z’s and
W ’s, any amplitude can be written in this form:
M =
∫
dciJMˆ(ciJ ; λ˜i, λJ)e
iciJWi·ZJ (35)
where the index i runs over all particles labeled by W ’s and J over all particles labeled by
Z’s. This formula is telling us that all the dependence on the µ′s, µ˜′s is in the combination
appearing in the exponentials! This is extremely surprising, since a priori one might have
expected that the amplitude can depend on complicated functions of many sorts of non-linear
invariants like (WiWjWkWl); the fact that the dependence on W,Z is so strictly controlled
is very striking. We call this the “link representation” of the amplitude and the ciJ link
variables. For an n point amplitude, we will see that the integrals over ciJ break up into
pieces that each depend only on a small subset of all the possible link variables connecting
Wi, ZJ ; any piece will have only 2n − 4 integrations. This justifies the nomenclature since
the representation tells us about the way the Wi, ZJ are linked up with each other.
If the twistor-space amplitude is given in the link representation, it is trivial to fourier-
transform back to momentum space, since the integrals over the µ˜i, µJ just give δ functions!
We have
M(λ, λ˜) =
∫
dciJMˆ(ciJ ; λ˜i, λJ)δ
2(λi − ciJλJ)δ
2(λ˜J + ciJ λ˜i) (36)
This is a remarkable formula. It has broken up the momentum conservation δ function, which
is quadratic in λ, λ˜, into linear pieces: notice that
λi − ciJλJ = 0, λ˜J + ciJ λ˜i = 0 =⇒
∑
i
λiλ˜i +
∑
J
λJ λ˜J = 0 (37)
Furthermore, as we mentioned, at n points the amplitude breaks up into pieces each of
which only has 2n − 4 link variables; thus, there are always precisely enough δ2 functions
to completely determine the ciJ ’s by solving a series of linear equations, leaving us with the
momentum-conserving δ function. Therefore, getting the momentum space amplitude from
the link representation involves no integrations whatsoever, but merely solving a set of linear
equations to determine the ciJ
1.
1This is very reminiscent of the RSV formula for the tree S-Matrix in N = 4 SYM [24]. Their expression
follows from transforming back to momentum space the connected prescription for computing amplitudes
in Witten’s twistor string theory. A very important difference is that they had to solve highly non-linear
equations, while our amibidextrous formulation reduces to solving linear equations.
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Let us see how this works for M+−+−, where the link representation is
M+−+− =
∫
dciJ
1
c12c14c32c34
δ2(λi − ciJλJ)δ
2(λ˜J + ciJ λ˜i) (38)
We see that the ciJ can be explicitly solved for, though there are a number of different forms
the solution can take that are all equivalent on the support of the momentum-conserving delta
function. For instance, just from the equations for λ1 = c12λ2+ c14λ4, and λ3 = c32λ2+ c34λ4
we can determine
ci2 =
〈i4〉
〈24〉
, ci4 =
〈i2〉
〈42〉
(39)
and it is trivial to see that the Jacobian in replacing with the two δ2 factors with the single
δ’s fixing the ciJ precisely cancels against the one that converts the remaining two δ
2 factors
into a single momentum conserving δ function. We thus find M+−+− = M+−+−δ4(
∑
k pk)
with
M+−+− =
1
c12c32c34c14
=
〈24〉4
〈12〉〈23〉〈34〉〈41〉
(40)
recovering the familiar MHV form of the amplitude [2]. We could have also chosen to solve
for the ciJ from the λ˜ equations, and that would have given us a different equation with
the MHV form of the amplitude, or we could have solved for c12, c14 from the λ1 equation
and the c32, c34 from the λ˜2 equation, giving us a mixed form of the 4 particle amplitude.
These are all different familiar representations of the 4 particle amplitude, which are equal
to each other due to momentum conservation. This highlights that in a sense, the link form
of the amplitude describes the amplitude in the most invariant way, and only the insistence
to factor out the momentum conserving delta function introduces asymmetries in how the
amplitude is written. It is very pleasing that the form of the amplitude in twistor space
immediately leads to this most invariant form of the amplitude back in momentum space!
Let us make another comment about the link representation. Suppose we are given an
amplitude with some number of Z ′s and W ′s in the link representation, and suppose that
some pair Wi∗ , ZJ∗ are indeed linked. Then we can decide to change i∗ to the Z representa-
tion and J∗ to the W representation; this obviously keeps the net number of Z’s and W ’s
unchanged, and in this new basis the amplitude will also have a link representation. We can
illustrate this for the full super-amplitude, where we can e.g. switch fromM(W1,Z2,W3,Z4)
to M(W1,W2,Z3,Z4). A quick computation gives
M(W1,W2,Z3,Z4) =
∫
dciJ
1
c13c24(c13c24 − c14c23)
eiciJWi·ZJ (41)
Sending the η, η˜ → 0 gives a link representation of the M++−− amplitude in pure Yang-Mills.
Finally, as a sample gravitational amplitude, we write a link representation of the 4pt am-
plitude for N = 8 SUGRA, in the W1,W2,Z3,Z4 basis, which is the beautifully symmetrical
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object
MSUGRA(W1,W2,Z3,Z4) =
∫
dciJ
[12]〈34〉
c13c14c23c24(c13c24 − c14c23)
eiciJWi·ZJ (42)
4 BCFW in Twistor Space
We now show that with (2,2) signature, the BCFW recursion relations find their most natural
home in twistor space. Indeed, even if we had never heard of twistor space, the most natural
formulation of the BCFW formula in (2,2) signature would force us to discover it!
4.1 The Recursion Relation in Twistor Space
Before plunging into the derivation, we jump ahead to giving the final result, in order to
emphasize that it is essentially the only possible natural expression we could have written
down in twistor space. This will also give us the opportunity to introduce some of the objects
that will appear so that we can better understand them when they arise in the derivation.
We start with pure Yang-Mills, even though the formulas are most compact and beautiful
for the maximally supersymmetric case. For pure Yang-Mills, there is a BCFW formula for
deforming particles i and j as long as the helicities (hi, hj) 6= (−,+). In the case where the
helicity is (+,−) and we work in the Wi, Zj basis, the BCFW formula is
M(Wi, Zj) =
∑
L,R
∫
[D3ZPD
3WP ]Wi,Zj
[ML(Wi;ZP ,+)MR(Zj;WP ,−) +ML(Wi;WP ,−)MR(Zj;ZP ,+)] (43)
where we have suppressed the dependence on the Z’s and W ’s which label the remaining
external particles. Some comments are in order. Most strikingly, note that unlike the BCFW
formula in momentum space, there is no deformation of the twistor variables appearing in
the amplitudes, that is, the particles i, j are represented by the same twistors Wi, Zj on the
left and right hand side of the equations. Whereas in the usual BCFW formula we have
the internal propagator, the internal particle is now labeled by WP , ZP , which are integrated
over. Here the subscript “P” refers to the fact that these are projective variables on RP3,
which was to be expected. The symbol [D3WPD
3ZP ]W,Z denotes a projective measure:
[
D3WPD
3ZP
]
Wi,Zj
= D3WPD
3ZP
×sgn(Wi · Zj)δ
′′′(WP · ZP )sgn(WP IWi)sgn(ZP IZj) (44)
The measures D3WP , D
3ZP are in turn the natural projective measure on RP
3, which
we can define more generally for any RPn−1. Consider co-ordinates XA in Rn, we can define
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co-ordinates on RPn−1 via XA = uXAP where X
A
P = (1, x1, · · · , xn−1). Then
dnX = du|u|n−1dx1 · · ·dxn−1 → du|u|n−1ǫAB1···Bn−1X
A
P ∧dX
B1
P · · ·∧dX
Bn−1
P ≡ du|u|
n−1Dn−1XP
We can in fact see that [D3WPD
3ZP ]Wi,Zj is essentially the only natural measure we can
use to projectively integrate functions F (W,Z) of weight zero over twistor space. Note that
the factor δ′′′(WP · ZP ) almost has weight -4, under rescaling e.g. WP → ρWP it changes as
ρ−4 sgn ρ which, were it not for the sgn ρ factor, would cancel the weight of the projective
measure D3WP . To cancel the extra factor of sgnρ and have a well-defined measure against
which we can integrate functions of weight zero, there must be an additional factor involving
sgn(WP · Zref) and sgn (ZP · Wref) for some reference Zref and Wref . The only natural
reference objects available are Wi, Zj, so we can have e.g. either Zref = Zj or Zref = IWi.
As our derivation will show, the BCFW formula makes the latter choice. Note that with these
additional sgn factors, under rescaling Wi → ρiWi, Zj → κjZj, the measure now picks up a
factor sgn(ρiκj). In order to cancel this factor and be left with a function with zero projective
weights under rescaling Wi, Zj, we should multiply by an additional factor of sgn(Wi · Zj).
Thus, we see the integral over [D3WPD
3ZP ]Wi,Zj is essentially the unique way of integrating
the nice object of weight zero MLMR over twistor space, to yield another function of weight
zero. This then yields a natural way of building higher point amplitudes from lower ones.
One can show that using the second choice for the measure to define higher-point amplitudes
via a BCFW-type formula yields momentum space amplitudes with more singular support
than just the momentum-conserving delta function, and we have not yet found a nice physical
interpretation for it.
Note also the appearance of the factor δ′′′(WP ·ZP ). This bears a striking resemblance to
Witten’s 1978 formulation of Yang-Mills theory in twistor space [19], which demanded the
existence of a holomorphic bundle on the third neighborhood of the “quadric” W · Z = 0!
With maximal SUSY, the BCFW formula in twistor space is even more compact and
elegant:
M(Wi,Zj) =
∑
L,R
∫ [
D3|4WPD3|4ZP
]
Wi,Zj ML(Wi,ZP )MR(Zj ;WP ) (45)
where
[
D3|4WPD3|4ZP
]
Wi,Zj = D
3|4WPD3|4ZP
×sgn(Wi · Zj)sgn(WP · ZP )sgn(WP IWi)sgn(ZP IZj) (46)
In comparing to pure-Yang-Mills, in addition to the straightforward changes of (W,Z) →
(W,Z), in the measure the δ′′′(W · Z) has been replaced by sgn(W · Z); we can see that
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integrating over the η˜, η takes four derivatives of this object and converts it into δ′′′(WP ·ZP ).
Put another way, up to sgn factors the extra Grassmann Jacobian in rescaling e.g. W → λW
already gives D3|4W,D3|4Z the correct weight zero; the sgn factors ensure that this works
out correctly for rescalings by any real number. Note that had we used a formalism with
manifest N = 3 SUSY, we would find a factor δ(WP · ZP ) instead; this again resonates with
Witten’s 1978 work, since with N = 3 SUSY he found that the SYM equations of motion
could be determined directly on the super-quadric WP · ZP = 0, without the need to go to
its third neighborhood.
Note also that for N = 4 SYM, there is no helicity sum on the internal line, just as in
momentum space. This is one of the beautiful and unique features of maximally supersym-
metric theories: the SUSY multiplet is CPT self-conjugate, and unifies positive and negative
helicities. As a consequence of this freedom, there is a second representation of the BCFW
formula with WP ,ZP swapped in the projective integral.
While the presence of these projective integrals is natural, one may be put off at the
prospect of having to do non-linear integrals to get amplitudes. In fact these projective
integrals can immediately be “de-projectivized” into integrals over a full d4Wd4Z. There are
many ways of doing this, and different choices can be useful in different situations, but a
canonical way of doing it is as follows. Consider any function F (W,Z) of weight zero under
rescaling W,Z, and look at the projective integral
I =
∫ [
D3WPD
3ZP
]
Wi,Zj
F (WP , ZP )
= sgn(Wi · Zj)
∫
D3WPD
3ZP δ
′′′(WP · ZP )sgn(WP IWi)sgn(ZP IZj)F (WP , ZP ) (47)
Let us express sgn(WP IWi) =
∫
du
u
eiu(WP IWi) and sgn(ZP IZj) =
∫
dv
v
eiv(ZP IZj). We would
like to write this integral as one over W = uWP and Z = vZP . If we note that δ
′′′(WP ·ZP ) =
u4 sgnu v4sgnv δ′′′(uWP · vZP ), and F (WP , ZP ) = F (uWP , vZP ), we are left with an integral
depending only on W = uWP and Z = uZP , with measure D
3WPdu|u|
3 × D3ZPdv|v|
3 =
d4Wd4Z. We have thus deprojectivized the integral as
I = sgn(Wi · Zj)
∫
d4Wd4Zδ′′′(W · Z)eiWIWieiZIZjF (W,Z) (48)
The supersymmetric integrals can be similarly de-projectivized, replacing D3|4WPD3|4ZP →
d4|4Wd4|4Z and the sgnWP IWi sgnZP IZj factor with eiWIWi eiZIZj . Indeed, these expres-
sions can be thought of as providing an alternate definition of our projective integrals.
We reassure the reader still daunted at the prospect of performing explicit integrals over
twistor space that, even though we have taken some pains to talk about these projective
integrals properly, we will never have to compute any non-trivial integrals! In the next
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section we will instead introduce a simple diagrammatic formalism for the BCFW recursion
relations in twistor space, which will allow us to graphically manipulate these objects in an
efficient way.
The recursion relations for gravity and supergravity take exactly the same form; since we
are integrating amplitudes of weight 2 rather than 0, only the measure is trivially altered:
[
D3WPD
3ZP
]
Wi,Zj
= D3WPD
3ZP
×sgn(Wi · Zj) δ
′′′′′(WP · ZP )sgn(WP IWi) sgn(ZP IZj)
and
[
D3|8WPD3|8ZP
]
Wi,Zj = D
3|8WPD3|8ZP
×sgn(Wi · Zj) (WP · ZP )
2sgn(WP · ZP ) sgn(WP IWi)sgn(ZP IZj) (49)
4.2 Into Twistor Space Via Fully On-Shell BCFW
We now proceed to show that the most natural and maximally on-shell formulation of the
BCFW recursion relation in (2, 2) signature begs to be fourier transformed into twistor space,
leading to eqn (43). Deforming particles (i, j) with helicities (+,−), the BCFW recursion
relation is
M =
∑
L,h
ML(pi(τP ), {−PL(τP ), h}, L)
1
P 2L
MR(pj(τP ), {PR(τP ),−h}, R). (50)
where
λi(τ) = λi + τλj , λ˜j(τ) = λ˜j − τ λ˜i (51)
and
τP = −
P 2L
[i|PL|j〉
. (52)
We use “τ” rather than the more customary “z” in these expressions, because we want to
emphasize that in split signature, all the variables and in particular the τP are real, which
will be crucial for our entire discussion. Almost all elements entering in the form (50) are
on-shell, except for the explicit propagator 1/P 2L which is off-shell. There is an even more
natural way of writing the recursion relation in a form that is manifestly on-shell.
Let us consider the physical amplitude M including the momentum-conserving delta
function as
M = δ4(
n∑
k=1
pk)M, (53)
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then (50) is equivalent to
M =
∑
L,h
sgn(−[i|PL|j〉)
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
τ
∫
d4Pδ(P 2)
ML(pi(τ), {−P, h}, L)MR(pj(τ), {P,−h}, R). (54)
This can be easily checked by using the delta function in ML to perform the d
4P integral
and δ(P 2), which becomes δ(τ〈j|PL|i] − P
2
L), to perform the τ integral. Note that there is
strictly speaking no reason to regulate this τ integral in any way, since the delta functions fix
τ = τP which does not vanish for generic external momenta. However, when we later fourier
transform, reverse orders of integration and so on, we will have to be more careful. By now
we are accustomed to seeing a factor like sgn[i|PL|j〉, which is again there because, for real
variables, δ(ax) = 1|a|δ(x) =
sgna
a
δ(x). Note that δ(τ〈j|PL|i]− P 2L) always has support on the
integration again since all our variables are real in split signature.
Since the momentum conserving delta function forces P = −PL+ τP |j〉[i|, we can replace
the sgn[i|PL|j〉 with sgn[i|P |j〉 underneath the P integral, obtaining
M =
∑
L,h
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
τ
∫
d4Pδ(P 2)sgn([i|P |j〉)
ML({pi(τ), h1}, {−P, h}, L)MR({pj(τ), h2}, {P,−h}, R). (55)
Now, the BCFW deformation λi(τ) = λi + τλj , λ˜j = λ˜j − τ λ˜i, is just a translation in
λi, and a separate translation in λ˜j, while the other variables are unchanged. As usual when
we have translations, it is natural to fourier transform to the conjugate momentum basis in
order to diagonalize the translations as multiplication by a phase. This is how the BCFW
formula forces us to discover twistor space! Fourier transforming
∫
d2λie
iµ˜iλi
∫
d2λ˜je
iµj λ˜j , all
the τ dependence in the product MLMR is extracted as a phase factor
eiτ µ˜iλjei(−τ)µj λ˜i = eiτWi·Zj (56)
We can then isolate the τ integral, yielding∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
τ
eiτ(Wi·Zj) (57)
We last encountered such an object in the explicit fourier transform of the three-particle
amplitude into twistor space; we emphasized there that regulating the integral with the
principal value prescription had nothing to do with the usual propagator iǫ choice, and instead
was dicated by getting the correct projective property for the twistor space amplitude. In
the present case, demanding the correct projective property once again forces∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
τ
eiτ(Wi·Zj) → sgn(Wi · Zj) (58)
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but this time, this choice does naturally correspond to choosing the principal value pre-
scription to regulate the propagators at tree level. To see explicitly what the principal
value prescription is buying us, suppose we instead use the usual Feynman iǫ prescription
1/P 2L → 1/(P
2
L + iǫ) in equation (50). Then after doing the P integral we would be left with
1/(τ + iǫsgn〈j|PL|i]), i.e. the τ integral would be regulated in a different way for different
terms in the BCFW sum! This would make it impossible to bring the sgn factor inside
the integral and continue as we did above. Instead, using the principal value prescription
(symmetrizing with respect to the sign of ǫ) corresponds to using the same principal value
prescription for τ , and allows to nicely transform to twistor space. We will give a more
complete discussion of this issue in our discussion of loop amplitudes.
We have therefore arrived at the following form of the recursion relation, with the external
particles i, j transformed to twistor space in the Wi, Zj representation:
M(Wi, Zj) = sgn(Wi · Zj)
∑
L,h
∫
d4Pδ(P 2)sgn([i|P |j〉)
ML(Wi, {−P, h}, L)MR(Zj, {P,−h}, R). (59)
It is natural to continue the trend of casting everything in the most on-shell form possible by
re-writing the integral over the phase space factor d4Pδ(P 2). This is familiar from the usual
Minksowski signature, where d4Pθ(P 0)δ(P 2) is written as a contour integral on R+×CP1×
CP
1 with contour the diagonal CP1 [23]. We are after the analogous formula with RP1’s.
Beginning with δ(P 2) = δ(P11˙P22˙ − P12˙P21˙), we can e.g. integrate over P11˙ in order to
write the measure as
dP22˙dP12˙dP21˙
|P22˙|
(60)
We can parametrize the on-shell momentum that appear here as Paa˙ = tλaλ˜a˙, where each
spinor is to be thought of as a homogeneous co-ordinate on one RP1. More concretely, we
can write P12˙ = tl, P21˙ = tl˜ and P22˙ = t, where λ = (l, 1) and λ˜ = (l˜, 1) are inhomogeneous
co-ordinates on RP1. One finds that (60) becomes∫
d4Pδ(P 2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
|t|dt
∫
DλPDλ˜P (61)
where DλP , Dλ˜P are the projective measures we have previously defined. There are two
differences from the familiar form of this measure in the ordinary Minkowski case. First,
the DλPDλ˜P integral is no longer a contour integral but an integral over the whole real
space, and second, the integral over t is over all real t and not just t > 0. The prod-
uct MLMR is then a function of t, λP , λ˜P of the form ML(tλP , λ˜P , h)MR(tλP ,−λ˜P ,−h) =
ML(λP ,−tλ˜P , h)MR(λP , tλ˜P ,−h). Using the little group, we can put these in a more sym-
metrical form: for h = + we write t2ML(tλP , λ˜P ,+)MR(λP ,−tλ˜P ,−), while for h = − we
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write t2ML(λP ,−λ˜P ,−)MR(tλP , λ˜P ,+). We then complete the transition to twistor space
by writing ML and MR as the inverse fourier-transform from twistor space. For h = + we
write
ML(tλP , λ˜P ,+) =
∫
d2µ˜e−iµ˜tλPM(WP ,+)
MR(λP ,−tλ˜P ,−) =
∫
d2µe−iµ(−tλ˜P )M(ZP ,−) (62)
We have now assembled all the pieces. Clearly the MLMR product becomes
t2ML(WP ,+)MR(ZP ,−)e
itZP ·WP (63)
the integration measure is
dt|t|DλPDλ˜Pd
2µ˜d2µ = dt|t|D3WPD
3ZP (64)
The sgn([i|P |j〉) factor becomes
sgn[i|P |j〉 = sgn(t)sgn([iλ˜P ])sgn(〈λP j〉) = sgn(t)sgn(WP IWi)sgn(ZP IZj) (65)
Putting everything together, we get the twistor space form of the BCFW recursion relation
given in equation (43); the δ′′′(WP · ZP ) simply represents
δ′′′(ZP ·WP ) =
∫
dtt3eitZP ·WP . (66)
Completely analogous steps lead to recursion relation for N = 4 SYM, as well as gravity and
N = 8 supergravity. Here we begin with the supersymmetric form of the BCFW recursion
relation [22, 26, 27]. By using the η,η˜ variables, any pair of particles can be deformed. What
makes this possible is an associated deformation of the Grassmann parameters, which is
the supersymmteric analog of the BCFW deformation on the momenta. Using the η˜i and ηj
representations and following the same steps above, the deformed η’s precisely have structure
to turn the sgn(Wi ·Zj) factor into sgn(Wi ·Zj). Expressing the sum over the internal particle
states as
∫
dNηdη˜eη·η˜ML(η˜)MR(η) then turns the e.g. δ′′′(WP · ZP ) factor in Yang-Mills into
sgn(WP · ZP ) for SYM, and δ′′′′′(WP · ZP ) into (WP · ZP )2 sgn (WP · ZP ) for SUGRA.
5 BCFW and “Hodges Diagrams”
There is a very natural diagrammatic representation of amplitudes in twistor space, that
greatly simplifies the BCFW computation of scattering amplitudes. We call these diagrams
“Hodges diagrams” after Andrew Hodges, who introduced very similar diagrams in the course
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of his work on twistor diagrams [16]. Indeed our diagrams are decorated with extra features
absent in Hodges’ diagrams, which serve to make his diagrams perfectly well-defined!
It is possible to present Hodges diagrams for both the non-supersymmetric and maximally
supersymmetric theories. For introductory purposes it would probably be a little simpler to
first see the nuts and bolts of the diagrams in action in the non-supersymmetric setting, which
also gives an appreciation for the power of the supersymmetric formalism for unifying many
non-supersymmetric amplitudes into a single supersymmetric object (in a way that goes well
beyond the familiar Ward identities). We will defer this more complete discussion to [8],
however, and immediately present the maximally supersymmetric version of the diagrams,
which in fact look simpler than their non-supersymmetric cousins.
5.1 Notation
Let us begin with some basic notation. We will denote twistor variables Z with a black dot
and dual twistor variables W with a white dot. The commonly encountered “sgn” factors
in the amplitudes will be denoted by a line connecting dots: a sgnW · Z factor with a solid
black line connecting the corresponding white and black dots, and sgnZ1IZ2 or sgnW1IW2
with a dashed black line connecting black to black or white to white dots. A squiggly line
between Z,W will denote the factor eiZ·W . This notation is summarized below:
Z W
sgn(W · Z)
e
iW·Z
sgn(Z1IZ2)
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A general amplitude can be written in any basis we like, withW’s labeling some particles
and Z’s labeling others. We can freely go back and forth between different representations by
twistor transformation e.g.
∫
d4|NWeiW·Z , which can be graphically denoted by the addition
of squiggly lines as below:
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=7
8
6
5
4
3
2 1
4
7
8
6
5
3
2
1
where unless otherwise specified, unlabeled white and black dots are to be integrated over
d4|NW, d4|NZ.
With this notation, the three-point functions M+3 and M
−
3 are represented by the Hodges
diagrams shown below
1 2
3
= =
1
3
2
M
   3
   _
M
   3
    +
The Hodges diagram for the four-particle amplitude is also very simple
3 2
4 1
M
   4 =
In discussing gravity, it is useful to introduce some further notation. As we have seen,
gravity amplitudes involve |x| = x sgn x, so it makes sense to introduce a separate notation
for the “x” factor, as distinct from the “sgn” factors. We denote these by red lines:
Z1IZ2
W · Z
1 2
With this notation, the Hodges diagram for the three point functions M+3 ,M
−
3 in N = 8
SUGRA are shown below:
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3
= =
1
3
2
M
   3
   _
M
   3
    +
5.2 The BCFW Bridge
The BCFW recursion relation has a simple diagrammatic interpretation. With maximal
SUSY, there are actually two different forms of the formula, depending on whether we use
(Z,W) or (W,Z) variables to label the internal particle that is to be integrated over. For
N = 4 SYM, we show both forms of the BCFW “bridge” in the figure:
MRML
P
ML MR
P
   L,R
   L,R
 M =
=
i
ji
jij
For N = 8 SUGRA, the two forms of the BCFW bridge are
   L,R
   L,R
=
=
ji
ji
 M
i j
ML MR
MRML
P
P
Note a crucial fact. As we have drawn it, the three-point amplitude looks like a disk, not a
“tree”. Because of the sgnWi ·Zj factor, the BCFW bridge builds higher-point amplitudes to
have the topology of a disk and not trees! We will see this explicitly in the examples below.
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Having tree-diagrams be represented by diagrams that look like disks is very suggestive of an
open string theory in twistor space underlying N = 4 SYM, which is perhaps not surprising
given the success of Witten’s twistor string theory at tree level. But it is interesting that it
is the structure of the BCFW diagrams (and not the CSW diagrams directly associated with
Witten’s twistor string) that seems to be calling for an open-string intepretation.
5.3 Computing SYM Amplitudes With Hodges Diagrams
Let us now use this notation to illustrate the computation of higher-order amplitudes using
the BCFW rules and Hodges diagrams in N = 4 SYM. Let us first determine what the full
3 point amplitude M3 = M
+
3 +M
−
3 looks like; as we have seen M
+
3 is simple in the WWZ
basis while M−3 is simple in the ZZW basis. However, we know that in the, say, W1,W2,W3
basis, the 3 point amplitude must be fully cyclically symmetric. This leads to the first of a
series of identities that will make it easy to manipulate twistor diagrams, shown below, that
we call “the triangle identity”:
M
   3
   _
= ==
This is a good place to mention the “square identity”, which reflects both parity invariance
and the cyclic invariance of the 4-point amplitude:
=
In both of these pictures, the white dots are to be integrated over. Obviously we can write
these identities in a number of different bases as well, by twistor transforming some of the
external dots; for instance another form of the square identity is
=
where the internal dots connected to the squiggly lines are integrated over.
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Using the triangle identity, M3 =M
+
3 +M
−
3 is given in the Z,Z,W basis as
1 2
3
M
   3 = +
1
3
2
Let’s now look at the 4-point amplitude. Now, without SUSY, there is only one internal
configuration of helicities for the internal line that contributes to the 4 point amplitude;
however with maximal SUSY, since the 3-point amplitude is the sum of two terms, we would
appear to have 2×2 = 4 terms to keep track of. Fortunately there is a very simple “vanishing”
identity:
= 0
Here the middle white dot is to be integrated over. This identity will, in a fully supersym-
metric way, enforce that only one term contributes in the BCFW computation of the 4pt
function.
We can now get on with the business of carrying out the projective integrals in the BCFW
formula. There are two identities that allow us to de-projectivize the integrals in an extremely
useful way. The “scrunch” identity is simply a projective version of doing a fourier-transform
followed by an inverse fourier transform. The “butterfly” identity handles a structure that
will appear ubiquitously in the BCFW bridge. These identities are straightforward to derive
directly, though we will shortly give them a transparent motivation and proof.
=
=
P
odd #
P
In these figures the “P” denotes a projective integral, and the dots attached to the line
marked with the “P” are being integrated over. In the scrunch identity, an odd number of
connections are needed for the projective integral to be well-defined.
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We can finally compute the 4-pt amplitude. We illustrate this using Hodges diagams,
deforming particles 1 and 4, for both possible choices of the BCFW bridge.
==
3 2
4 1
P
3 2
4 1
3 2
4 1
= =
3
4 1
2P
3 2
4 1
P
3 2
4 1
Note that we have deliberately not denoted the deformed particles with a hat 1ˆ, 4ˆ, as is
customary in BCFW computations. This is to emphasize that in twistor space the variables
are not deformed! In both cases, due to the vanishing identity, only one term from M3L,R
contributes. In the first case, in the first step we use the identity sgn2(x) = 1, which can be
used everywhere in these computations since sgn2(x) is integrated against functions without
δ(x) type singularities. We then use the scrunch identity to bring the Hodges diagram to the
form of the correct answer. For the second BCFW bridge, the butterfly identity is used, again
in conjunction with sgn2 = 1. Indeed, given that we independently knew the 4-pt amplitude
from direct fourier transformation, the scrunch and butterfly identities can be motivated and
proved by matching the known amplitude to its BCFW construction.
We can see more explicitly that the other three terms vanish due to the vanishing identity:
3 2
4 1
3 2
4 1
=
PP
3 2
4 1
P
= 0=
Using these identities, we can easily compute higher-point YM amplitudes without ever
touching an explicit integral. For instance the Hodges diagrams for the 5-pt MHV amplitude
and the 6-pt NMHV amplitude are shown below:
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54 3
26 1
3 2
4 15
=
=M   5,MHV
M
   6,NMHV
+   ( i    i + 2 )   +   ( i    i + 4 )
We show the 5pt MHV computation below, choosing 1 and 5 to be the reference particles,
and only showing the terms from the 3pt amplitude that survive the vanishing identity:
2 1 5
4
3
12
3
P
5
4
=
1
2
3 4
5
Here we use again that sgn2 = 1, and the scrunch identity.
Next, let us compute the 6pt NMHV amplitude. Choosing 1 and 6 as the reference
particles, we first consider the term involving the product of two 4-point functions:
P
=
1
2
3 4
6
5
12
3 4
56 12
3 4
56
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Here we used the butterfly identity to de-projectivize the integral in the BCFW bridge. Now
let us look at the contribution from the term involving the product M3LM5R:
=
2
=→
1
2
P
6
3
45
=
1
2 4
6
5
3
=
2
1 6
3
45
2
2 1
6
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5
1 6
3
45
5
4
3
6
1 2
1 6
3
45
This time both pieces of M3L do contribute, but one term only contributes to the 6 pt
MHV amplitude; we will only look at the term contributing to the NMHV amplitude. In the
first line we use the butterfly identity and sgn2 = 1. The hanging wiggly line connecting to
the black 2 dot tells us it is more natural to use a white dot to represent 2. The diagram still
looks rather asymmetrical, but we can make it look nicer but introducing 1 =sgn2W2IW6.
We are thus led to the second line. We can now use the triangle identity on the triangle
made of 2,6 and the internal black dot. Again using sgn2 = 1, this leads us to the second
diagram on the second line. We could in principle stop here, but it amusing and useful to
see other forms of this object that can be obtained by applying the square identity on the
middle square; this is the first equality on the third line. The last figure is simply rotating
the figure to make it look like the other term we’ve seen, with the wiggly lines on the top!
Note that with these diagrammatic manipulations, we have already discovered something
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very interesting: the contribution from M3LM5R is of precisely the same form as M4LM4R,
with all the indices shifted by 2, i → i + 2! By symmetry, the contribution from M5LM3R
must be the same with i → i − 2 or what is the same i → i + 4. This is not at all obvious
from the BCFW formula itself! If we were to set the Grassman parameters to zero to obtain
the 6pt alternating helicity amplitude, we would expect it to have this cyclic symmetry, but
there is absolutely no reason to expect that the three BCFW terms would be related to
each other in this way; indeed this fact comes as a surprise in the explicit momentum space
calculation [10]. But it is made obvious with the Hodges diagrams in conjunction with the
square identity, which as we mentioned enforces the parity invariance of the 4pt amplitude.
Note that in the 5 and 6 pt examples we have discussed, we used one form of the BCFW
bridge; of course we could have also used the other form; indeed the 6 pt computation can
be done even more quickly in this way, as the interested reader can easily verify.
There are a similar set of manipulations for N = 8 SUGRA; we will only give the Hodges
diagram for MHV 5 point and NMHV 6 point amplitudes as an illustration:
=M   5,MHV
  A,B,C
5
4 3
26 1
=M   6,NMHV +   ...
B A
C 15
The + · · · indicates the sum over all permutations; note that here different terms in the
BCFW sum are naturally given with different W,Z assignments.
5.4 M+−+−+− from its Hodges diagram
As an illustration of the power of these techniques, let us compute the 6 particle NMHV
amplitudes back in momentum space. As we just mentioned, by simply looking at the
Hodges diagrams we can see the non-trivial fact that the NMHV amplitude is the sum
of three terms that are related to each other by shifting the particle labels by two units:
MNMHV6 = (1 + g
2 + g4)UNMHV6 , where g is the operation that shifts the particle labels by 1,
i.e., g : i → i+ 1, and we can take UNMHV to correspond to, say, the M4LM4R term. Let us
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compute UNMHV6 by looking at its Hodges diagram:
5
4 3
26 1
We may at first be put off by the internal points that need to be integrated over. However,
note that these only serve to represent the (6431) amplitude in the Z6Z4W3W1 representation.
Indeed by inspection we see that
MNMHV6 =M
−
3 (Z4,W5,Z6)×M4(Z4,Z6,W1,W3)×M
+
3 (W1,Z2,W3)
+ [i→ i+ 2] + [i→ i+ 4] (67)
This is a truly remarkable formula, showing that in twistor space, the six point amplitude is
the sum of three terms which are each simply products of lower-point amplitudes! This fact is
not at all manifest from the structure of the BCFW recursion relations, and in fact suggests
an entirely new picture for determining scattering amplitudes, which we will develop at
greater length in [8]. However, for our present purposes, this expression allows us to directly
determine the link representation of the six point function! Note that we have the links
c54, c56 from M
−
3 , c12, c32 from M
+
3 , and c14, c16, c34, c36 from M4, for a total of 8 = 2 × 6
- 4 links; we are missing c52. Since we have the link representation for the 3 and 4 point
functions (the link representation forM4 in (W,W,Z,Z) basis being given in equation(41)),
we can immediately write the formula for the 6 point function; we can do this for the full
super-amplitude, but let us simply set all the η, η˜ → 0 to get a link representation for the
alternating helicity M+−+−+− amplitude,
M+−+−+− = (1 + g2 + g4)U+−+−+− (68)
with
U+−+−+− = sgn(〈46〉[13])
∫
dc(iJ)=(odd,even)6=(52)δ2(λi − ciJλJ)δ2(λ˜J + ciJ λ˜i)Uˆ(ciJ) (69)
where
Uˆ(ciJ) =
1
c54c56
×
1
c14c36(c14c36 − c16c34)
×
1
c12c32
(70)
Once again there is actually no integral to be done here, since the δ2 fully determine all 8
ciJ ’s! As for the 4-particle amplitude, this link representation is in fact the most invariant
way of writing the 6 particle amplitude in momentum space; different ways of solving for the
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ciJ and explicitly factoring out the momentum-conserving δ function will give different forms
of the delta-function stripped amplitude. One simple choice is to note that since there is no
(52) link, we can use the λ5 and λ˜2 equations to solve for c56, c54, c12, c32,
c56 =
〈54〉
〈64〉
, c54 =
〈56〉
〈46〉
, c12 =
[23]
[31]
, c32 =
[21]
[13]
(71)
and then use, say, the λ˜4, λ˜6 equations to solve for the rest of the links,
c14 =
〈6|(p5 + p4)|3]
〈46〉[13]
, c34 =
〈6|(p5 + p4)|1]
〈46〉[31]
; c16 =
〈4|(p5 + p6)|3]
〈46〉[31]
, c36 =
〈4|(p5 + p6)|1]
〈64〉[13]
(72)
A few applications of the Schouten identity also identifies c16c34− c14c36 as a familiar object:
c16c34 − c14c36 =
(p4 + p5 + p6)
2
〈46〉[13]
(73)
Finally, it is very easy to see that the Jacobians in coverting the δ2 integrals into single δ’s
fixing the ciJ , together with the one coming from converting the remaining two δ
2 involving
λ1, λ3 into the momentum conserving δ function, combine with the sgn(〈46〉[13]) prefactor to
produce a factor of 1/(〈46〉[13]). We are then left with
U+−+−+− = δ4(
∑
k
pk)U
+−+−+− (74)
where
U+−+−+− =
1
〈46〉[13]
1
c54c56
×
1
c14c36(c14c36 − c16c34)
×
1
c12c32
=
〈46〉4[13]4
[12][23]〈45〉〈56〉
1
〈6|(p5 + p4)|3]
1
〈4|(p5 + p6)|1]
1
(p4 + p5 + p6)2
(75)
which matches the correct result.
5.5 Comparison with Hodges’ Work
We close this section by briefly discussing the connection between our work and that of
Hodges. The idea of relating twistor diagrams to field theory scattering amplitudes goes
back to Penrose’s work in the 1970’s [13]. However, it was Hodges [16] who, very shortly
after the introduction of the BCFW recursion relations, realized their connection to twistor
diagrams in an ambidextrous formalism with both twistor and dual twistor variables! With
remarkable intuition, he understood the structure of the BCFW bridge, and also understood
the importance of many of the identities analogous to the ones we discussed above in his
formalism.
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The twistor diagrams are defined as contour integrals over complex twistor space, but
the catch is that the rule for specifying the correct contour of integration is not known. On
the other hand, we have concretely defined real integrals in (2, 2) signature; this should help
specify the correct contour in Hodges’ formalism. The tell-tale sign of the extra information
we are adding is that our “Hodges diagrams” are decorated with more structures than the
ones Hodges draws–the dashed lines corresponding to sgn factors involving infinity twistors,
and the wiggly lines specifying full twistor transforms, as seen below for the 6pt NMHV
amplitude:
5
4 3
26 1 5
4 3
26 1
Note that the sgn factors in particular really can be thought of as specifying a contour of
integration: the sgn’s appear in jacobians because real integrals run from e.g. −∞ to ∞
rather than the other way around.
Despite not knowing the precise contour of integration, Hodges is able to use his diagrams
to impressively compute the amplitudes in Yang-Mills theory up to 8 points. How can he do
this? The answer is that he also knows a BCFW-type recursion relation, not for computing
amplitudes, but for computing a higher-point momentum conserving δ function in twistor
space! He then arranges to act on this delta function by differential operators, to convert
the δ function Hodges diagrams to the amplitude Hodges diagrams; indeed he used this idea
to guess the form of the BCFW bridge. Since the action of the differential operators don’t
depend on the contour of integration, Hodges doesn’t need to know the contour in order
to be able to obtain the amplitude by acting with differential operators on the δ function.
Our use of the link representation accomplishes very much the same thing in a simpler and
systematic way, reducing the computation of amplitudes to pictorial manipulations with
Hodges diagrams and solving linear equations to go back to momentum space.
It would be extremely interesting to make the connection between our picture in (2, 2)
signature with the picture using complex integration in twistor space. Not only should this
allow us to make more direct contact with physics in (3, 1) signature, but it might also allow
us to exploit the full power of Cauchy’s theorem in higher dimensions in understanding the
remarkable structure of twistor-space amplitudes.
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6 Tree-Level Holography for SYM and SUGRA
The recursive form of the BCFW relation has simple analogs in elementary mathematics.
For instance, the catalan numbers–which are the most ubiquitous objects in combinatorics
after the binomial coefficients–are defined recursively by C1 = 1 and
CN+1 =
N∑
i=1
CN−iCi (76)
which has precisely the same structure as the BCFW relations. Indeed the total number of
terms in the BCFW expansion of super-amplitudes in N = 4 SYM are just these catalan
numbers (the number of terms to the NkMHV amplitudes are the Narayana numbers). As
usual in combinatorics, instead of dealing with the individual CN , it is natural to use a
generating function
C(x) =
∞∑
N=1
CNx
N (77)
Then the recursion relation takes a very simple form
C(x)− C(x)2 = x (78)
In this simple case this quadratic equation can be solved C(x) = 1−
√
1−4x
2
and the expansion
in x gives an explicit form for the CN .
We would like to follow the analogous steps for the scattering amplitudes in maximally
supersymmetric theories. The analog of x will be functions φ(W) on dual twistor space or
φ˜(Z) =
∫
d4|NWeiW·Zφ(W) on twistor space. For Yang-Mills theory these also carry a color
label.
Let us introduce a functional which has the interpretation of a twistor space “propagator”
in a general background φ; for Yang-Mills we define it to be
P ab [φ] (W,Z) =
∑
n
∫
d4|4W1 · · · d4|4Wnφc1(W1) · · ·φcn(Wn)Mabc1···cn(W,Z,W1, · · · ,Wn)
(79)
while for gravity we have a similar object without the color indices
P [φ] (W,Z) =
∑
n
∫
d4|8W1 · · · d4|8Wnφ(W1) · · ·φ(Wn)M(W,Z,W1, · · · ,Wn) (80)
If we group all the amplitudes together into a generating functional of M [φ] in the obvious
way then e.g. for gravity the propagator would be given by
P [φ] (W,Z) =
δ2M [φ]
δφ(W)δφ˜(Z)
(81)
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Given the propagator P , we can determine the n-point amplitude by taking (n−2) functional
derivatives of P with respect to φ.
Note that while we have defined these objects as functionals of fields defined on the full
R4|N space, since the amplitudes have well-defined projective weights under rescaling, by
writing Z = vZP ,W = uWP and integrating over u, v, we are left with functionals of fields
depending only on RP3|N . Indeed, the object M [φ] is the natural analog of the boundary
action in AdS/CFT. A general scattering problem in asymptotically flat space is specified by
giving some classical solutions of the free theory at infinity, and these correspond to functions
of appropriate weight on RP3|N or its dual, and so it is natural to think of the scattering
amplitudes or the propagator as a functional of this object.
Before writing the functional form of the BCFW formula, let us introduce some natural
notation. Consider first any function F (W,Z) with weight 0 under rescaling W,Z; it can
be thought of as defining an inner product F on twistor/dual twistor space. Now, given two
functions F (W,Z), G(W,Z), we can define another function of weight 0, F ⋆ G, via the
BCFW measure
(F ⋆ G)(W,Z) =
∫ [
D3|4W ′D3|4Z ′
]
W ,Z F (W,Z
′)G(W ′,Z) (82)
We have the obvious analog of this formula for taking the product of two objects of any
weight p, multiplying the measure by (W ′Z ′)p.
Furthermore, there is a natural association of a function Φ(W,Z) with a function φ(W ),
using the three-point amplitude:
Φ(W,Z) =
∫
d4|NW ′M3(W,Z,W ′)φ(W ′) (83)
This is canonical in the sense that the three-point amplitude is essentially completely deter-
mined by specifying its projective weights.
With this notation in hand, the generating functions for maximally supersymmetric Yang-
Mills and Gravity are determined by
Pab [φ]−Pac [φ] ⋆Pcb [φ] = gfabc Φ
c (84)
and
P [φ]−P [φ] ⋆P [φ] =
1
MPl
Φ (85)
which are the functional analogs of the quadratic equation (78) determining the catalan
number generating function C(x). We have restored the coupling constant dependence on
the right-hand side to show how the three-point amplitude acts as the “source term” in
these equations, forcing P to be non-vanishing2, and also completely determining it. These
2It is easy to show that 1 ⋆ 1 = 0, and so P vanishes in the absence of a source.
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strikingly simple equations can be thought of giving a completely holographic definition of
N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA at tree level.
While this holographic formula makes no reference to the bulk (2, 2) spacetime, it comes as
close as possible to making local spacetime physics manifest, by making obvious the recursive
determination of the scattering amplitudes, which in turn reflect factorization in space-time.
However making locality as obvious as it can be comes at the price of not manifesting two
other important symmetries of the scattering amplitudes. One is manifest Parity, which is
broken in the BCFW formalism. The other is the fact that we get the same amplitudes
no matter which pair of particles we choose as references! This is a highly non-trivial fact.
Indeed, note that we could write down the analog of our quadratic equation for particles of
any spin, or what is the same, we could define amplitudes for any theory using the BCFW
formulas, starting from the (uniquely fixed) three-particle amplitude. However, with the
exception of Yang-Mills and Gravity, we will not find that we get the same answers for
different choices of BCFW reference particles. In terms of our generating functions, this is
reflected in the fact that the solutions of the quadratic equations (84,85) for the propagators
P actually take the form given in equation (81). Said another way, what is special about
Yang-Mills and Gravity is that the solution of the quadratic equations for P automatically
satisfy the constraint
δP [φ] (W,Z)
δφ(W ′)
−
δP [φ] (W ′,Z)
δφ(W)
= 0;
δP [φ] (W,Z)
δφ˜(Z ′)
−
δP [φ] (W,Z ′)
δφ˜(Z)
= 0 (86)
Thus the equations (84,85) should be thought of as giving a holographic definition of the
theory that is closest to making contact with local bulk spacetime physics, but which does
not make manifest either parity or the remarkable property of equation (86). It is then
clearly desirable to complete the transition to a holographic description that makes all these
properties manifest, at the expense of losing any direct connection to spacetime locality, a
topic we will explore at greater length in [8].
7 Structure of the S-Matrix at Loop Level
At tree level scattering amplitudes are rational functions of the basic lorentz invariants con-
structed out of the spinors {λa, λ˜a˙} of the external particles. This makes the continuation
from one signature of spacetime to another a trivial procedure for everything but the three-
point amplitude which vanishes in lorentzian signature but not in split signature. There is
however one subtlety which makes the previous statement not fully correct. For generic values
of the external momenta, i.e., away from singularities, one can ignore any iǫ prescription but
near poles one has to be careful and different signatures might require different prescriptions.
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In previous sections we learned that in transforming into twistor space using split sig-
nature, an integration over external momenta must be done and therefore singular points
must be included. We found that in order to have a well defined action of the little group in
twistor space the most natural prescription for defining the fourier transform of distributions
of the form 1/x is the principal value prescription. This is not merely a replacement of the
Feynman iǫ prescription of propagators by the principal value as discussed in section 3.1 for
the three-point amplitude.
Having to deal with integrations over momentum variables is also unavoidable at higher
orders in perturbation theory regardless of twistor space. This is indeed where one finds
that a continuation from one signature to another might be subtle. In fact, we will discover
that the continuation from lorentzian to split signature is especially subtle due to the intri-
cate structure of singularities present in the latter. Moreover, a full analytic continuation,
analogous to a Wick rotation connecting lorentzian to Euclidean, is not available due to the
presence of low codimension singularities.
In this section we set to explore these issues and try to define one-loop amplitudes in split
signature. Without the notions of causality and unitarity of its lorentzian counterpart, we
don’t have a fundamental definition of the split signature scattering amplitudes. We therefore
take as a definition of scattering amplitudes at one loop the same set of Feynman diagrams as
in the lorentzian case. The usual reduction procedures also apply in split signature, leading to
a form of the amplitudes in terms of a linear combination of scalar integrals with coefficients
that are rational functions.
In this first exploration we choose to concentrate on one-loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM.
In particular we study in detail the four-particle amplitude [28]. This amplitude consists
of a scalar box integral with all massless external legs [29]. This is clearly UV finite but it
has IR divergences. We study carefully the IR divergences in the lorentzian case, reviewing
how collinear and soft singularities appear. This allows us to pinpoint exactly what happens
when the integral is defined in split signature. We find that the same divergences present
in the lorentzian case are present but in addition there are new divergences! Even more
surprising is the fact that all divergences, old and new, are very easy to regulate. In fact, any
iǫ prescription regulates the integrals. This is in sharp contrast to the lorentzian case where
no iǫ prescription completely regulates the integral. Inspired by our tree-level discussion we
take the principal value prescription as our way to define the loop integrals in split signature.
7.1 IR Divergences in Lorentzian and Split Signatures
It is worth recalling how IR divergences appear in the lorentzian case. This is also a good
point to formally introduce our object of study, i.e., the single trace contribution to one-
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loop amplitudes in N = 4 SYM [28]. These one-loop amplitudes can be written as a sum
over scalar box integrals times coefficients which are rational functions of the kinematical
invariants. More explicitly, one has for four-particle amplitudes
M1-loop4 =M
tree
4 stI4(s, t) (87)
where the scalar integral I4 is defined, in D = 4− 2ǫ dimensions, as follows
I4(s, t) =
∫
dDL
δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)
L2(L+ k1)2(L+ k1 + k2)2(L+ k1 + k2 + k3)2
. (88)
This integral is clearly UV finite but it has IR divergences produced at four different
isolated points in the integration region. Note that in order to get a divergence we must
impose at least three inverse propagators to vanish. In lorentzian signature this is also the
maximum possible number. Consider I4 near the region where L ∼ 0. Using momentum
conservation to write k1 + k2 + k3 = −k4 one finds that
I4(s, t)|IR ∼
1
s
∫
dDL
1
L2(L+ k1)2(L− k4)2
δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4) ∼ s
−2−ǫ 1
ǫ2
. (89)
This result can easily be checked by using Feynman parameter methods. The IR singular
behavior is the same as the one of our original integral coming from the L ∼ 0 region.
Similarly, by a change of variables, one finds analogous results from the region of integrations
near L = k1, L = k1 + k2 and L = −k4.
We must therefore regulate these integrals in the IR; dimensional regularization is the
standard regularization used in actual computations of amplitudes for practical purposes [31]
but it obscures some of the important physics which allows us to move to split signature.
This is why we study the same integral (89) but regulated by adding a small mass m2 to
the L2 propagator and setting D = 4. In this case, one can easily check, using Feynman
parameters, that [31],
I4(s, t)|IR ∼
1
s
∫
d4L
1
(L2 −m2)(L+ k1)2(L− k4)2
δ4(k1+k2+k3+k4) ∼
1
s2
log2
(
m2
s
)
. (90)
Instead of using Feynman parameters let us perform the same computation by using a
method which makes the nature of the divergences very transparent. Let us start with (90)
written in light cone coordinates (L+, L−, Lt) such that 2L · k1 = L+ and 2L · k4 = L−.
Showing explicitly the Feynman iǫ prescription one has that (90) becomes
1
s
∫
d2Lt
∫ ∞
−∞
dL+
∫ ∞
−∞
dL−
1
(L2t + L+L− + iǫ)(L2t + L+L− + L+ + iǫ)(L2t + L+L− + L− + iǫ)
.
(91)
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Consider first the L− integral as an integral along the real axis in the complex L− space.
There are three simple poles corresponding to the three propagators. Note that this integral
can be made a contour integral by closing the contour with a big semi-circle at infinity. This
does not affect the value of the integral as the integrand is cubic in L−1− . Note that the first
two poles are located below (above) the real axis for L+ > 0 (L+ < 0) while the third pole
is below (above) the real axis for 1 + L+ > 0 (1 + L+ < 0). If all poles are on the same half
plane the integral vanishes. Therefore the region of integration in L+ is restricted to that
where L+(1 + L+) < 0. In other words, L+ ∈ (−1, 0).
Carrying out the integral over L− by closing the contour in the direction where the third
pole is located, the integrals left become
I4(s, t)|IR ∼
1
s
∫
d2Lt
∫ 0
−1
dL+
1
(L2t + (1 + L+)m
2 + iǫ)(L2t + L+(1 + L+) + iǫ)
. (92)
The integral over Lt is a regular integral over R
2. Using polar coordinates Lt = (r, θ) and
integrating over the angular variable one finds the first IR divergence (regulated by m2). This
comes from the r ∼ 0 region of the integral∫
0
rdr
(r2 + (1 + L+)m2 + iǫ)
∼ log(m2). (93)
This is a collinear singularity as L2t ∼ 0 means that L− ∼ 0 from the location of the pole and
hence L becomes collinear with k4.
Evaluating (92) explicitly is very easy and gives
∫ 0
−1
dL+
m2 − L+
log
(
L+
m2
)
. (94)
Here we see the second source of divergence; the soft singularity around L+ ∼ 0. Note that
this is also regulated by m2 and gives the log2(m2) behavior as advertised in (90).
Now we are ready to see what happens in split signature. Let us use the same iǫ pre-
scription and postpone momentarily the introduction of the principal value prescription. We
have to start from (92). The integral over Lt is now over R
1,1. It is natural once again to
choose light cone coordinates Lt = (ℓ+, ℓ−) and write
I4(s, t)|IR ∼
1
s
∫ 0
−1
dℓ+
∫ ∞
−∞
dℓ−
∫ ∞
−∞
dL+
1
(ℓ+ℓ− + (1 + L+)m2 + iǫ)(ℓ+ℓ− + L+(1 + L+) + iǫ)
.
(95)
Considering the ℓ− integral as an integral over the real axis of the complex ℓ− plane we can
repeat the same analysis as above. There are only two poles and both are located on the
same half plane. Since the integral converges one finds zero as the answer. Does this mean
that loop integrals in split signature vanish? The answer is yes for generic momenta. As
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we will see, loop integrals can have singular support. Here we do not see any clue of such
singular support because we implicitly assumed a generic point where k1 · k4 6= 0 in order
to define the light cone coordinates. Below we will consider the same integral under the
principal value prescription. We will find that the integral over ℓ− is non-zero and gives rise
to an integral over ℓ+ which is divergent and needs a regulator. This divergence is the split
signature analog of the soft and collinear singularities found in the lorentzian case.
Up to this point we have considered only the behavior of the box integral near singular-
ities where three inverse propagators vanish and therefore it has been enough to study the
one-mass triangle integral. In split signature, there is a new singularity not present in the
lorentzian case. These are points in L where all four inverse propagators vanish! In order to
expose the new isolated singularities let L∗ be one of the two points where all four inverse
propagators vanish. Changing variables to bring L∗ to the origin, i.e., L→ L∗+L, one finds,
I4(s, t)|IR−split ∼ δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)× (96)∫
d4L
1
(L2 + 2L∗ · L)(L2 + 2L · (L∗ + k1))(L2 + 2L · (L∗ + k1 + k2))(L2 + 2L · (L∗ − k4))
.
which is clearly divergent near L ∼ 0. A formal theory of the regularization of these IR
singularities is out of the scope of this paper. We will instead move on very naively and
attempt to use the principal value prescription for the propagators and then transform to
twistor space to learn how to tame these singularities.
Also worth mentioning in passing is the fact that in lorentzian signature the IR behavior
relates one-loop amplitudes to tree amplitudes [30]. More precisely, the coefficient of the
most singular terms is universal and governed by the tree amplitude, i.e,
M1-loopn |IR = M
tree
n ×
1
ǫ2
n∑
i=1
(si,i+1)
−ǫ (97)
In split signature, the behavior of the most singular IR singularities is then controlled by the
quadruple cut introduced in [25]!
7.2 Feynman iǫ versus Principal Value
As mentioned before, the reason for using the Feynman iǫ prescription is to ensure physical
properties like unitarity. In split signature we do not have such a notion and therefore other
prescriptions become available. Let us start once again with the four-particle scalar integral
(88) rewritten as follows
I4(s, t) =
∫
d4Li
L2i
δ4(Li−1 − Li + ki). (98)
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Now we would like to take each propagator and replace Feynman’s prescription, 1/(L2i + iǫ),
by the principal value, p.v.(1/L2i ) = 1/2(1/(L
2 + iǫ) + 1/(L2 − iǫ)).
Using this prescription we find that even after introducing the mass regulator as in (90)
the loop integral is ill-defined due to the 1/ℓ+ integral left after the ℓ− integral is performed
in (95).
Here is where we propose to generalize the principal value prescription to regulate these
divergences. Note that in lorentzian signature, no iǫ prescription can possibly remove the
collinear divergence since the integral over the radial part of Lt starts at zero! In this sense,
split signature is better behaved than any other signature.
In preparation for the transformation into twistor space, let us study the scalar integral
(98) in yet another parametrization. Let each loop variable be Li = ℓi + τiqi with q
2
i = 0.
Let us determine what the principal value prescription does in this parametrization by first
writing the familiar Feynman prescription3
∫
d4Li
L2i + iǫ
=
∫
d4ℓiδ(ℓ
2
i )
∫
dτi
(τi + iǫ)
θ(qi · ℓi)−
∫
d4ℓiδ(ℓ
2
i )
∫
dτi
(τi − iǫ)
θ(−qi · ℓi) (99)
Now it is easy to see what the PV gives by combining (99) and its complex conjugate
∫
d4Li p.v.
(
1
L2i
)
=
∫
d4ℓiδ(ℓ
2
i )
∫
dτi
1
2
(
1
τi + iǫ
+
1
τi − iǫ
)
sgn(qi · ℓi) (100)
which means that∫
d4Li p.v.
(
1
L2i
)
=
∫
d4ℓiδ(ℓ
2
i )
∫
dτi p.v.
(
1
τi
)
sgn(qi · ℓi) (101)
Therefore the one-loop integral (88) becomes
I4(s, t) =
∫ 4∏
i=1
d4ℓiδ(ℓ
2
i )
∫ ∞
−∞
dτi p.v.
(
1
τi
)
sgn(qi · ℓi)δ
4(ℓi−1 − ℓi + ki(τ)) (102)
with
ki(τ) = ki + τi−1qi−1 − τiqi. (103)
Note that the τ integrations are defined over all the real axis. This is a consequence of
working in split signature.
Let us now match the pole we find in τ with the singularities found in the previous section.
Consider first the singularity at τ1 = τ2 = τ3 = τ4 = 0. At this point, the Li’s in the original
integral become localized at L∗ which makes all four inverse propagators vanish. This is
therefore the new singularity not present in lorentzian signature. Note that the principal
3This lightcone version was used in [32] to relate the BCFW recursion relations to the largest time equation.
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value regulates it completely. This means that an analysis of (96) similar to the that of (90)
will show that the divergence is absent.
We seem to be missing the four other singularities which are also present in the lorentzian
case. In order to make those manifest we have to complete the evaluation of (102). Before
doing this it is simpler to compute the fourier transform of the amplitude. This will reveal
that the answer is perfectly well defined. Transforming back into momentum space will give
us a hint of where the singularities are and how to regulate them.
7.3 Four-Particle Amplitude in Twistor Space
Let us compute the twistor transform of the one-loop four-particle amplitude of gluons
M1-loop(1−,2+,3−,4+). This is given by (87) with I4(s, t) defined in (102). We argued that the
one-loop scalar integral I4(s, t) has IR divergencies. Here we will ignore this issue and trans-
form into twistor space following the same prescriptions used in the rest of this paper at tree
level. We will find that the twistor space answer is finite and perfectly well defined.
Let us start by computing the prefactor of the scalar integral,
Mtree(1−,2+,3−,4+)st =
〈1 3〉4
〈1 2〉〈2 3〉〈3 4〉〈4 1〉
st = 〈1 3〉2[2 4]2. (104)
The transformation into twistor space is defined as follows
M1-loop(W,Z) =
∫
d2λ˜1e
iµa˙
1
λ˜1,a˙
∫
d2λ2e
iµ˜a
2
λ2,a
∫
d2λ˜3e
iµa˙
3
λ˜3,a˙
∫
d2λ4e
iµ˜a
4
λ4,aM1-loop. (105)
here by (W,Z) we mean the specific combination (Z1,W2, Z3,W4). Note that the prefactor
(104) comes out of the integral and we are left with the computation of the twistor form of
the one-loop scalar integral.
Motivated by the way the BCFW deformation parameter τ was pulled out of the product
of the amplitudes we choose reference vectors qi so that all τi’s can be pulled out in a similar
way. Let
q1 = λ1λ˜2, q2 = λ3λ˜2, q3 = λ3λ˜4, q4 = λ1λ˜4. (106)
with this choice the scalar integral becomes a function of ki(τ) defined in (103),
k1(τ) = λ1(λ˜1 + τ4λ˜4 − τ1λ˜2),
k2(τ) = (λ2 + τ1λ1 − τ2λ3)λ˜2,
k3(τ) = λ3(λ˜3 + τ2λ˜2 − τ3λ˜4),
k4(τ) = (λ4 + τ3λ3 − τ4λ1)λ˜4. (107)
It is important to mention that this choice of reference spinor can only be made in split
signature as in lorentzian signature the vectors qi as defined in (106) are complex and take
the vectors Li out of the contour of integration.
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The next step is easy to guess. Let us exchange the order of integrations and pull the τ
integrals in (102) out of the fourier transforms in (105). Once this is done, a simple change
of integration variables of the form λ˜1 → λ˜1 − τ4λ˜4 + τ1λ˜2, etc., removes all τ dependence
from the function to be transformed into twistor space. Just as in the BCFW computation
in section 4.2 we find that the τ integrals are of the form
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
τ
eiτZ·W = sgn(Z ·W ) (108)
for some Z and W of the external particles. Here we have used that the distribution 1/τ is
defined using the principal value prescription in (102).
Combining all these steps we find
M1-loop(W,Z) = M tree(W,Z)〈1 3〉2[2 4]2K (109)
with M tree(W,Z) the tree level amplitude in twistor space sgn(Z1 ·W4)sgn(Z1 ·W2)sgn(Z3 ·
W2)sgn(Z3 ·W4) and
K =
∫
d2λ˜1e
iµa˙1 λ˜1,a˙
∫
d2λ2e
iµ˜a2λ2,a
∫
d2λ˜3e
iµa˙3 λ˜3,a˙
∫
d2λ4e
iµ˜a4λ4,a ×∏4
i=1
∫
d4ℓiδ(ℓ
2
i )δ
4(ℓi−1 − ℓi − λiλ˜i)sgn(qi · ℓi). (110)
The integrals in the second line of the definition of K are nothing but the quadruple cut
of a one-loop scalar integral with external momenta given by k1, k2, k3 and k4! In other
words, the delta functions are enough to localize all ℓi’s and the answer is simply a jacobian.
There are two solutions to the equations imposed by the delta functions. The jacobian in
both cases is given by 1/|st|. The absolute value is due to the fact that we are working with
real variables. Finally one has to evaluate the product of sgn(qi · ℓi) in the two solutions ℓ∗i .
It turns out that on one solution each factor vanishes while on the second one the product
of all four factors gives sgn(st). Combining these results one finds
M1-loop(W,Z) = M tree(W,Z)× (111)∫
d2λ˜1e
iµa˙1 λ˜1,a˙
∫
d2λ2e
iµ˜a2λ2,a
∫
d2λ˜3e
iµa˙3 λ˜3,a˙
∫
d2λ4e
iµ˜a4λ4,a
〈1 3〉2[2 4]2
st
δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4).
Note the amusing fact that the integrand, 〈1 3〉2[2 4]2/stδ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4), is nothing but
Mtreeδ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4) = M tree which means that
M1-loop(W,Z) = (M tree(W,Z))2 = 1. (112)
This is our final result.
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This formula can be drawn as a Hodges diagram:
=1
3 2
4 1
=
3 2
4 1
3 2
4 1
=
The squashed figure can be blown up by twistor transforming twice two diagonally opposed
vertices. Finally, using the square identity this can be brought to the form of a Hodges
diagram with the topology of an annulus. This is very suggestive, especially given that tree
amplitudes have the topology of a disk! We postpone the exploration of loop level Hodges
diagrams for future work.
7.4 Four-Particle Amplitude Back Into Momentum Space
One might wonder how is it possible that starting with a divergent integral we found such a
simple and well defined answer as M1-loop(Z1,W2, Z3,W4) = 1 in twistor space. One might
say that the step of exchanging the integrations by pulling the τ integrals out of the fourier
transforms is not valid. As we will see below this is not the case as the kind of singularities
left are actually equivalent to the singularities one has to regulate in the final step that led
to equation (112), i.e., in defining the fourier transform of M tree. Note that from the one-
loop point of view there is no reason to use the principal value prescription except in the τ
integrals. However, the fact that the computation involves precisely the fourier transform of
the tree level amplitude led us to use the principal value once again to render the transform
well defined.
The natural question is what this prescription corresponds to in a direct evaluation of the
integrals in momentum space. In order to answer this question let us complete the evaluation
of I4(s, t) given in (102). Choosing the same reference spinors as in (106) one finds
I4(s, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτi
τi
1
(k1(τ) + k2(τ))2(k2(τ) + k3(τ))2
δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4). (113)
Here we used again that the product of sgn(qi · ℓ
∗
i ) vanishes in one solution of the quadruple
cut equations while it gives sgn((k1(τ) + k2(τ))
2(k2(τ) + k3(τ))
2) in the other. It is also easy
to check that k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 = k1(τ) + k2(τ) + k3(τ) + k4(τ).
Simplifying further one arrives at a remarkably simple result
I4 =
1
〈1 3〉2[2 4]2
∫ ∞
−∞
dτi
τi(τi −Ai)
δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4) (114)
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with
A1 =
[1 4]
[2 4]
= −
〈2 3〉
〈1 3〉
, A2 = −
〈1 2〉
〈1 3〉
=
[4 3]
[4 2]
, A3 = −
〈1 4〉
〈1 3〉
=
[2 3]
[2 4]
, A4 =
[1 2]
[4 2]
= −
〈4 3〉
〈1 3〉
.
(115)
The second equalities are a consequence of momentum conservation.
Now we can complete the identification of singularities we started after the definition
of (102). Recall that we had identified the pole at τ1 = τ2 = τ3 = τ4 = 0 with the new
singularity in split signature where all four inverse propagators vanish. This is completely
regulated using principal value. Consider singularities where three τi vanish and one is equal
to Ai. There are four such singularities. Note that the only piece left ill-defined is the
region near τi = Ai. This matches the ℓ+ integral left in (102). This means that these four
singularities correspond to the four singularities in lorentzian signature. Other combinations
of τi = 0 and τi = Ai vanish on the support of the delta functions.
Finally, let us show that by also using principal value to define 1/(τi−Ai) one reproduces
the answer for the amplitude obtained from twistor space. Using this prescription one might
think that each τ integral is zero. This is indeed the case for any Ai 6= 0. Therefore one is left
with computing the integral at Ai = 0. Treating the integral as a distribution, multiplying
by a test function φ(Ai) and integrating over Ai one finds that the answer is φ(0). This can
be proven by writing φ(Ai) in its Fourier representation and then carrying out the Ai and τi
integrals. This shows that each τi integral gives a delta function δ(Ai).
Using this the scalar one-loop integral becomes
I4 =
1
〈1 3〉2[2 4]2
δ(A1)δ(A2)δ(A3)δ(A4)δ
4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4) (116)
Finally, we can multiply by the prefactor (104) to obtain the amplitude. It is very useful
to choose the new representation for the delta function found in section 3.2,
M1-loop = δ(A1)δ(A2)δ(A3)δ(A4)
∫
dc21dc41dc23dc43δ
2(λ˜1 − c21λ˜2 − c41λ˜4)× (117)
δ2(λ2 − c21λ1 − c23λ3)δ
2(λ˜3 − c23λ˜2 − c43λ˜4)δ
2(λ4 − c41λ1 − c43λ3).
Note that Ai’s are precisely the values of the c’s on the support of the delta functions,
therefore we can introduce the delta functions into the integrals to get
M1-loop =
∫
dc21dc41dc23dc43δ(c21)δ(c41)δ(c43)δ(c21)δ
2(λ˜1 − c21λ˜2 − c41λ˜4)× (118)
δ2(λ2 − c21λ1 − c23λ3)δ
2(λ˜3 − c23λ˜2 − c43λ˜4)δ
2(λ4 − c41λ1 − c43λ3).
This is nothing but the link representation of the tree-level amplitude where in the integrand
we have replaced each factor of 1/cij by δ(cij).
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In this form, finding the twistor transform of the loop amplitude is straightforward and
gives
M1-loop(Z1,W2, Z3,W4) = 1. (119)
as expected.
7.4.1 A Subtlety
Let us go back to a subtlety in our computation. The question is the validity of the choice of
reference vectors made in (106). On the support of the delta functions, we find that s = t = 0
and therefore u = 0. The latter equation gives 〈1 3〉[1 3] = 〈2 4〉[2 4] = 0. Our choice of
reference vectors is valid where [1 3] = 〈2 4〉 = 0 while 〈1 3〉 6= 0 6= [2 4]. There is a second
choice of reference vectors which is natural and it is obtained from the first by exchanging
λ’s with λ˜’s in (106). This choice is valid when [2 4] = 〈1 3〉 = 0 while 〈2 4〉 6= 0 6= [1 3].
Using this choice the first solution to the quadruple cut equations gives zero and the second
one contributes.
Summarizing, a form of the scalar integral valid for any momenta is given by simply
adding the two choices as they do not share the same support. Let us write the final form as
I4 =
(
1
〈1 3〉2[2 4]2
δ(A1)δ(A2)δ(A3)δ(A4) + {λ↔ λ˜}
)
δ4(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4). (120)
Using this to compute the full one-loop amplitude with helicitiesM(−+−+) the prefactor
M treest = 〈1 3〉2[2 4]2 vanishes on the support of the second term. If we consider instead
M(+ − +−) then the prefactor vanishes in the first term and contributes in the second. It
is interesting to note that resemblance of this form to that of the three-particle amplitude in
the full N = 4 SYM which also possesses two terms. In fact, we can very well use the full
supersymmetric four-particle amplitude and note that the only components that contribute
are the ones with alternating helicity. This is due to the fact that the zeroes coming from
the st factor are not canceled by poles in M tree.
The N = 4 supersymmetric formula is given by
M1-loop =
δ8
(∑4
i=1 λiη˜
I
i
)
〈1 2〉〈2 3〉〈3 4〉〈4 1〉
× st× I4(s, t) (121)
Expanding this in powers of η, the individual helicity amplitudes are either “1” or “0”.
8 Outlook
In this note we have clearly only scratched the surface of what appears to be a marvelous
structure underlying scattering amplitudes in twistor space. Our “ambidextrous” transfor-
mation to twistor space, together with its natural marriage with the BCFW formalism, has
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allowed us to use quantum field theory itself as our guide to discovering the nature of its
structure in twistor space. We will develop many of these themes further in [8], which will
lead us to a completely different picture for computing scattering amplitudes at tree level
than given by the BCFW formalism, that we strongly suspect is connected with a maxi-
mally holographic description of tree amplitudes that makes all the symmetries of the theory
manifest but completely obscures space-time locality.
We have already given one holographic definition of N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA
at tree level, by the quadratic equations (84) and (85). The S-Matrix generating functionals
are the analogs of the very familiar effective action Γ(φ) in quantum field theory. It is
therefore tempting to find the analog of the effective potential V (φ), and more generally,
to find solutions to these equations directly without doing a perturbative expansion. It is
also tempting to ask whether there is a natural deformation of these equations, with the
parameter ~, that can automatically encode loop corrections in a simple way.
There are also a large number of open avenues of exploration in further developing the
twistorial formalism. Most pressingly, while we have benefited greatly from being able to do
concrete computations in (2, 2) signature, we would really like to be able to recast these as
contour integrals in complexified twistor space; our (2, 2) formalism should be thought of as
defining a “good” contour of integration, but it should be possible to deform this contour to
define the theory in (3, 1) signature. This should be especially helpful at loop level, where
the IR divergences with their important physical interpretation must emerge.
Finally, the over-arching question raised by our work is an obvious one: we have argued
that there may be a theory naturally living in (2,2) signature, that plays the same role for
defining (3,1) scattering amplitudes as Euclidean quantum field theory plays for defining
(3,1) correlation functions. We have a nice interpretation for the correlation functions in
Euclidean space. But in tandem with trying to characterize the putative (2,2) dual theory,
we should also ask: what is the “observable” in (2,2) signature that corresponds to the
scattering amplitudes?
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